practice. We show that, for a given CFG and weighting, an optimal solution to vprof (Vcnt ) or Eprof(Ecnt) is never better than an optimal solution to Vprof(Ecnt).
Unfortunately, finding an optimal solution to vprof(E@J seems to be a hard problem in general. We believe the problem is NPcomplete, but do not have a proof as of yet. However, we show that, for a large class of structured CFGS, an optimal solution to Eprof( Ecnt) is an optimal solution to Vprof( Ecnt ) . Furthermore, we show that Eprof( Ecnt ) has lower overhead than Vprof(Vcnt ) in practice. Optimally Profiling and Tracing Programs example, if the counter on vertex b in Figure 4a were eliminated, it would be impossible to determine how many times b or e executed. In Figure  4a the counts for vertices a, e, f, and EXIT are not directly measured, but can be deduced from the measured vertices as follows: e = b; a = f = EXIT= g + h.
In Figure  4b the count for each unmeasured edge is uniquely determined by the counts for the measured edges by Kirchoffs flow law (e.g., a~f = f~g + f -h -e -f). In Figyre   4C Figure  4C solves Vprof(Ecnt) and has a lower cost than the counter placement in Figure  4a , which solves Vprof(Vcnt ). Since any solution to Eprof(Ecnt) must also solve Vprof(Ecnt ), an optimal solution to Eprof( Ecnt) can never have a lower cost than an optimal solution to Vprof(Ecnt ), for a given CFG and weighting. The counter placement in Figure  4C solves Vprof( Ecnt) and has a lower cost than the counter placement in Figure 4b , which solves Eprof(Ecnt Figure  1 , the counter placement in Figure  5a has a cost of 16.75. However, Figure  5b shows a counter placement induced by the maximum spanning tree, with a resultant cost of 11.5.
The propagation algorithm in Figure  6 Figure  7a executes the path shown at the top of the figure. Furthermore, suppose that the execution terminates early at vertex A because of a divide-by-zero error. As a result, control enters vertex A once via the edge Q + A, but never exits via A -R.
However, because the propagation algorithm (see Figure  6 ) assumes that Kirchoffs law holds at each vertex, edge A -R receives a count of one,
A yields incorrect counts, (b), which are corrected by the as shown in Figure  7a . given in Figure  6 ). As we will show, the vertex frequencies determined by these edge frequencies are the true vertex frequencies in the execution EX. Figure  9 presents an example of how this algorithm works. The CFG in Figure  9a contains two simple cycles in E -Ecnt. ). The addition of edge e to T creates a simple pipeless cycle C in T. We define a function g, based on function freq~, edge e, and cycle C, as shown below. We show that function g has three properties:
(1) Function g is vertex-frequency equivalent to freq~;
(2) function g satisfies Kirchoffs flow law at every vertex; and (3) for each edge f = Ecnt U Break,
Points (2) and (3) edges. An algorithm for the heuristic is given in Figure  11 . Examine how the execution in Figure  14 can be regenerated from its trace.
Reexecution starts at predicate P, the root vertex. To determine the successor of P, we read witness t from the trace, which is a member of witness(
but not of witness(P, B). Therefore, A is the next vertex in the execution. (1) Place the blocking witnesses, and (2) ensure that Trace (Ewit) is solved by adding edges to Ewit. The details of the algorithm follow:
Definition.
Let u be a vertex in CFG G. The blockers of u are defined as follows:
blockers (G, u) = {p + X. lthere is a path p * XO * """ -x. where p is a predicate, v =Xn, and, for O < i < n, x, is not a predicate}. Applying this algorithm to the control-flow fragment in Figure  17a , the The heuristic uses natural loops to identify loops and loop-exit edges [Aho et al. 1986 ].
The natural loop of a backedge x + y is defined as follows:
nat_loop(x * y) = {y} U {w I there is a directed path from w to x that does not include y}.
A vertex is a loop-entry if it is the target of one or more backedges. with local disk and 96MB of main memory. Times were elapsed times. Table I describes the 10 benchmarks and shows the size of the object files and the time required to insert profiling code in redundant and optimal mode (keep in mind that qpt has not been tuned, because its current speed is more than adequate for most executable encountered in practice).
As can be seen,
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. T, Ball and J. R. Larus inserts a counter in each basic block), and with qpt optimal profiling. Pixie rewrites the program to free three registers, which enables it to insert a code sequence that is almost half the size of the one used by qpt (6 instructions vs.
instructions).
Of course, pixie may have to insert spill code in order to free registers.
As can be seen from Figure  19 Figure   22 illustrates the trade-off between the spanning-tree approach and bit tracing.
In Figure  22a witnesses are placed according to the spanning-tree approach.
No pair of distinct witnesses from the set {a, b, c, d} can be assigned the same value, so two bits per witness are required. In Figure  22b only one bit per witness is required. Any iteration of the loop in this CFG will generate three bits of trace. However, in Figure  22a the amount of trace generated per iteration can be either two or four bits. Figure  25 shows the normalized times for the benchmarks run under optimal profiling for the heuristic weighting (corresponds to "Heuristic-Max" in Figure 24 ) and exact weighting (corresponds to "Exact-Max" in Figure  24 ). In one case ( fpppp ), the We use the CFG in Figure  18a as a basis for comparing the various heuristics discussed. The weighting of this CFG satisfies the flow law, and the edges with black dots are an optimal edge counter placement for profiling (with respect to this weighting). The other edges form a maximum spanning tree. As mentioned before, our heuristic generates the weighting in Figure  18a . 
